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PUSH. PULL CIRCUIT ANAL YSIS* 

Cathode-Coupled Output Stage 

By S. W. Amos, B.Sc.(Hons.j, Graa..l.E.E. 
(B.B,C, Entin",jn, T,ain;n, D�"/I"mtnt) 

M
OST circuits used for providing the 

out-of-phase signals necessary for 
driving push-pull stages of amplifica

tion employ a valve or centre-tapped trans
former to perform the" phase-splitting" but 
the circuit given in Fig. I requires neither of 
these components, This circuit is one in 
which one output valve derives its input by 
cathode-coupling from the other. In its 
application to resistance-coupled intermedi�te 
A.F. stages it is quite well-known 1.2 but lts 
suitability for stages having a transformer 
output coupling is less widely recognised. It 
has, however, been used in this way by 
C. G. Mayo and H. D. Ellis in the design of 
certain B.Re. audio-frequency amplifiers. 

The input signal is applied to the terminals 
A 13, of which B is earthed, and the two 
valves V, and V, (usually high-slope tetrodes 
or pentodes, but drawn as triodes for con
venience) operate automatically in push
pull. The phase-reversal is accomplished as 
follows. Consider the circuit with V 2 and 
all its grid circuit components removed. The 
valve V I then operates normally but with 
some current feedback due lo the A.F. 
potentials developed across the unbypassed 
grid bias resistance Rk and the resistance Ro· 
These A.F. potentials provide the input 
signal for V 2 when it is in circuit. 

In order that the A.C. component of the 
anode current of V 2 shall be 180 deg. out of 
phase with that of V I' the cathode of V 2 
must be joined to the cathode of V I and its 
grid must be joined to earth. This latter 
connection is actually made via a capacitor 
in order that the correct value of grid bias 
may be applied. to V 2 by means of the grid 
Jeak R2, Thus the anode currents of both 
valves pass through RI.;. (which hence acts as 
a common grid bias resistance) and R 0 and 
the amplitudes of the A.C. components of 
lhese anode currents adjust themselves so 
that they are unequal, V I providing the 
greater A.C. component. This difference in 
amplitude is necessary in order to provide 
the input signal for V 2. It is th� purpose of 
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this analysis to find the effect of varying Ro on the performance of the circuit and hence 
to find an expression for its optimum value. 
Let i, and i, = amplitude of the A.C. 

components of the anode currents of V 1 

and V 2 respectively (both currents arc 
regarded as positive, their directions being 
indicated in Fig'. I, and it is assumed 
greater than i2), 

Eland E 2 = amplitudes of the alternating 
potentials between grid and cathode of 
V 

1 
and V 2 respectively 

El = amplitude of the P.D. developed 
across Rk 

E, = amplitude of the P.D. developed 
across Ro 

E 0_ :cmplitude of the input signal applied 
;.·(�r05S AB. 

1,1""_' J'L�. !, we have 
r _ ,r, + El) _ 

/, - [(/1 - i,)R, + (i, - i,)Rk] 
,�E - ('1 - ;,)(R, + R,) 
= E - (i 1 - ;,)R, 

in whicll Ho' =- Ro + RI; 
Also E, /:'·0 + Ek 

- (it - i':!HRo + Rk) 
/. . )1' ' = \'1 _. ; 2 \ (I 

(I) 

(2) 
Regarding V 1 antI J? 2 as constant current 
generators, wc han-

and 
;,=g"Ji, {;,,[li-(i,-i,)Ro'] (3) 

i'l =Cmli2 =gtJj(i1 - i'!JRo' (4) 
in which V t and V .. are assumed to be valves 
with the same vahic of gm. It is considered 
unnecessary in equations (3) and (4) to 
include negative signs, thus, il = - gTIIEl' 
With the input signals and anode currents 
of VIand V 2 as indicated in Fig. I, all ph�e 
relationships are taken care ?f by u�mg 
positive signs throughout as m equations 
(3) and (4)· . " 
From (3) (i,- i,)R, = E - -' 
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